
Press-release
Pronyx Paper receives their second order in Germany
(Already reported in the half -year financial report)

Pronyx Paper has received an order on a PaperLine® StarTrim trim optimization system for
Papierfabrik SCHOELLERSHAMMER in Düren, Germany.

Papierfabrik SCHOELLERSHAMMER has two papermachines that manufactures fine paper for art,
drawings and the printing industry. They also have a third papermachine producing corrugated papers.
The paper production is cut down to specific rolls or sheets for each customer order resulting in a vast
amount of formats. PaperLine® StarTrim uses advanced mathematical algorithms to optimize the cut-
down of the produced paper to customer products so that wastage is kept at a minimum considering
over-all production cost.

“This investment will help us increase the production throughput and our flexibility in the planning area.
We are looking forward to benefit from Pronyx experience from the paper industry and earlier
integrations with Movex”, says Günter Wirtz, Project Manager at SCHOELLERSHAMMER.

Papierfabrik SCHOELLERSHAMMER is currently installing the Business system Movex Paper from
Intentia. PaperLine® StarTrim has an extended interface with the system optimizing the utilization of
the papermachine production by providing the planners with intelligent trim solutions.

”This cooperation enables us to strengthen our customer's satisfaction by providing interface with a
state of the art system as PaperLine StarTrim, interacting with Movex Paper in a way that enables a
higher production throughput, says Thomas Rogler, IAC-Manager Paper from Intentia.

“This confirms our expectations on the European markets appreciation on our way of working, being
able to deliver tailor-made standard systems at a price level well competing with the traditional pure
standard systems and at a much higher customer satisfaction” says Mikael Johansson, General
Manager business unit Paper.

Pronyx Paper is business unit of Pronyx AB, which is listed on the Swedish stock exchange.

Karlstad on the 4th of September 2001

For more information please contact:

Mikael Johansson, General Manager, business unit Paper.
+46 70 675 99 13, mikael.johansson@pronyx.com

See also: www.pronyx.com

Background information

Pronyx shall improve the profitability of our customers by delivering solutions for efficient production, based on a
unique combination of industrial knowledge and IT.
Traditional manufacturing and process industries are exposed to an ever-changing business environment,
demanding constant efficiency improvements in production, regardless of being at the low or high end of the
bus iness cycle. The trend is toward an increasingly close co-operation between customer and supplier. This
increases the demands for precision, quality and reliability in all areas of the production process. For this to be
achieved, recurring investments are required in systems, which control, optimize, monitor and regulate the flow of
production. Pronyx has a unique method for arriving at complete solutions, which enable the client to be at the
cutting edge of production technology.
It is Pronyx intention to exploit this method in combination with its expertise in manufacturing and process industry
to expand in the Nordic region as well as in other markets with similar conditions.
Currently Pronyx has 140 employees and is organized around its customer segments: Wood, Paper, Industry and
Metal. Pronyx is a market-leading supplier of industrial IT-solutions to these segments since the early eighties.
Pronyx is quoted on the OM Stockholm Stock Exchange.


